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Letter to the Editor

Nosocomial herpes simplex encephalitis: Does it really exist?

Dear Editor,

We read with interest the recently published article “Nosocomial herpes simplex encephalitis: A challenging diagnosis” by Alqahtani et al. [1] and would like to add some comments to the discussion.

First, the incidence of encephalitis due to Herpes simplex virus (HSV) has been recently updated [2,3] showing a tenfold higher incidence than previous reports performed in the 1990s (before the widespread use of molecular diagnostic technologies). Hence, the global incidence of HSE is nearly 1.2/100,000 inhabitants per year instead of 1–4/1,000,000 as reported by the authors [1]. Furthermore, atypical presentations of HSV infections of the nervous system are increasingly described [4]; thus, the exact incidence is probably still underestimated. In this case report, the author assumed that the patient developed nosocomial HSV-1 central nervous system infection. However, no cerebrospinal fluid analysis was performed at the initial management of the patient. Thus, no modification of the cerebrospinal fluid analysis could be proven during the hospital stay. Considering the subtle nature of HSV encephalitis and given that it is not as rare as historically reported, we believe that the author could not claim the hospital-acquired nature of this infection. Indeed, the authors concluded that the herpes simplex encephalitis was possibly a cross-infection from the hospital healthcare professionals to the patient. However, during natural history of HSE, it is still unknown whether HSE is due to a primary infection or a reactivation [5]. The medical history and serology status of the patient regarding previous HSV infections would have helped to answer this question. Authors also point out that the immunocompromised status of the patient could be a risk factor for HSE. To our opinion, HSE is classically not a disease of immunocompromised host: its pathophysiology rather implies excessive inflammation in the brain in reaction to HSV presence [6]. Thus, we believe that, in the specific situation of this case report, we cannot conclude whether it was a reactivation or a primary infection.

In conclusion, this case report highlights that clinicians must be aware of the tricky clinical presentation of HSE and we want to congratulate the authors for that. However, we believe that we currently lack of epidemiological and pathophysiological data to consider HSE as a hospital-acquired infection.
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